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Tightrope walking has been a tantalizing feat both admired and feared by 

breathless onlookers since ancient Greece. It is a seemingly impossible, perilous sport (even outlawed 

in France in the 5th Century) that requires grit and focus. Walkers appear super-human, defying nature 

in their ability to do what they do in spite of infinite difficulties that threaten their success.

Talk about serious risk of failure: the high expectations of spectators, decades of family legacy, and 

flurries of media attention can easily distract the walker from the task at hand: putting one foot in front 

of the other. And then there’s the thinness and length of the wire, the wind, the sheer height of the 

journey, and the unpredictability of weather conditions. Takers anyone?

Those trying to create creative content and get it to market on time also face unpredictable circumstances 

and risk. It’s safe to say that creative content, too, walks a wire on the path to market every day: 

Creative briefs are poorly written. Key reviewers delay feedback.  Deadlines are compressed. Creative 

teams have fewer resources or a smaller number of staff.  In fact, many creative teams report they 

are predominantly focused on and rewarded for reactivity and putting out fires over creativity and 

thoughtfulness.  

This is a serious fall to take, since creative content, especially visual designs, tap into an audience’s 

deep psychological triggers. They have an ability to point to an audience’s most pressing desires more 

than copy or testimonials can. They drive engagement, loyalty, and ultimately - revenue. In fact, 70% of 

consumers claim they respond to brands that deliver a well-designed experience.1   
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This means that even when you and/or your client know the product is superior, and the data proves 

the product is superior, there are no gains to be made if you fail to communicate it to the right audience. 

The product shouldn’t only be better—it should appear better across all marketing channels. 

Under these circumstances, focus is on one important task: get the creative content right. To do so, first 

acknowledge that your creative content’s path to market is a journey across a tightrope. Then, consider 

how go-to-market processes for creative content assets can be steeled by Digital Asset Management 

software. Artwork Workflow Management and Online Proofing technology can ensure you’re delivering 

the best quality, most innovative creative content possible at each step of the journey: approval to 

approval, agency to marketing, marketing to printer, and so on. In fact, when you use technology to 

enable creative content development and approval processes, you can achieve outcomes such as a 

70% improvement in “right first time” artwork. 

At BLUE, we help creative teams all over the world navigate their creative content 
across the tightrope to market every day. Contact us to join in the advance.  

1. Adobe. “State of Create 2016.”  Retrieved from: http://www.adobe.com/content/dam/acom/en/max/pdfs/AdobeStateofCreate_2016_

Report_Final.pdf (Visited 11/2/17)
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